




I welcome you, with great pride, to another 
fantastic annual exhibition - an ambitious 
and characterful expression of the excellent 
achievements of our A Level Art pupils. 
�is group have been a particularly 
rewarding bunch to support and direct; 
the team and I have loved observing their 
individual growth as well as the culture of 
teamwork and collaboration they have all 
contributed to, and grown from, over the 
last two years. 

Our A Level pupils all take a starting 
point of either architecture, the �gure 
or landscape. From this, pupils draw 
inspiration from the work of artists, record 
their chosen subject independently and 
ultimately develop their own unique 
responses. 

Materials and processes are introduced 
throughout the course, steadily building in 
complexity and re�nement. 

As that complexity and challenge grew over 
this course, so too did the pupils’ responses, 
indicating not only core artistic talent, but 
also qualities of resilience, innovation and 
con�dence. I fully anticipate that these 
skills will contribute to, and guide, strong 
future endeavours for this special group.

Marc Holmes 
Head of Art and Director of Faculty 



Amélie Marion

�rough the course and subject of Art I have learnt the variation of art, understanding key 
movements along the way, and how all art, as simple as it may be shown, has an idea behind it 
which is almost as important as the �nal image you see. It is this understanding which bought me 
to the idea of my coursework �nal piece which is largely in�uenced by the work of conceptual 
artist, Sol LeWitt. I explored how an installation of a printers' workstation can interest the viewer 
and pose a series of questions. My exam �nal piece is a collection of �gures which are depicted in a 
dynamic sense of movement, all placed within a range of wooden boxes and casted with a light set 
up. �e key idea of my �nal piece was the distinct variation of shadows casted by these �gures, each 
creating a daunting silhouette which contrasts against the happy free �gures. �roughout my years 
of studying Art my teachers have been supportive and more than willing to help me along the way.





Beatrice Silcock 

�roughout my A Level course I explored both genres of Architecture and Figure. In my 
coursework I studied the art form of lino printing, experimenting with colour and the e�ects of 
negative space and destruction. I really enjoyed experimenting with the use of such bold, saturated 
paint colours as they complimented each other so pleasingly. �roughout the course I studied a 
range of other mediums from the re�ned pencil drawings of Mark Poulier and simplistic, abstract 
bold lines of Franz Kline to the large-scale installations of Doris Salcedo. My �nal piece, however, is 
based on an artist called Maria Doyle. 

To contrast to my coursework �nal piece, my exam book focused on the topic of ‘Pro�le, Outline 
and Silhouette’. I predominantly focused my subjects on �gure, drawing the curves of the �gure 
and experimenting with the e�ect that these lines created. For my �nal piece I combined the 
artist Nester Formentera with on of my line drawings of a striped blouse. I found that the use of 
symmetrical vertical lines was e�ective, creating an almost three-dimensional e�ect. I decided to 
develop this idea further, adding another image and connecting the lines which I drew straight o� 
the canvas and directly onto the �oor of the Art Department from one �gure to the other, directing 
and immersing the viewer. Overall, my experience over the last �ve years in Art has been nothing 
but positive and is one of the things I will miss the most about Brad�eld.





Fleur Woodbridge

�roughout my Photography coursework I explored and experimented with numerous techniques 
that revolved around the realms of fashion and the environment. My favourite technique was 
image transfer which I explored further for my �nal piece. During my investigation I explored how 
photographers use the environment to create an image and how certain environments are more 
advantageous than others in marketing fashion apparel. For my �nal piece I decided I wanted 
to take this concept further and, rather than simply situating my mode within a pre-existing 
environment and emphasising the clothing, I decided to integrate the model seamlessly into the 
surrounding environment. I then decided to remove these images from their traditional content of 
a magazine page and place them into a new one, an actual dress, which I then created using image 
transfer. 





Florence Horsey 

For my coursework project I decided to carry on with my �gure book. I was very interested in 
portraiture, particularly in pencil and oil. During the �rst stages of the course I was taught the 
diamond gridding technique which I have used in my �nal piece and I feel as if I have really 
bene�ted from it. 

For my exam project I decided to choose the topic of sleep. �is was such a broad topic 
which I found exciting. To contrast my coursework I went more into sculpture than painting, 
experimenting mainly with plaster. My �nal piece depicts a room with two views; the view from 
above represents a lifeless and still sleep whereas when you look from below you can see a restless 
sleep. I wanted my sculpture to be interactive for the viewer with the action of looking over the 
top and below being uncomfortable for them, re�ecting the uncomfortable sleep. �e box idea was 
inspired by Cardi� and Miller.

�is summer I will be going to study a portrait painting course at the Charles Cecil Institute in 
Florence before beginning a Foundation in Art, Design and Media Studies this September.









Giulia Gallina

My work explores the themes of nostalgia, ambiguity, childishness, humor and family as well as 
including intimate and often private connections. I decided to centralise my body of work on 
the theme of communication because it is the most essential thing in humanity. Being able to 
connect, comprehend others, listen, build up relationships, share and give all at once are central 
to humanity because it is how we live and move forward together. Each piece portrays di�erent 
forms of communication, which is explored through collages, childlike notes, a large intimate 
letter and an unreasonable request to the tooth fairy. �e theme of traveling and the history and 
charm of distant communication are all evident. �ere is the thread of tradition and nostalgia in 
my work as I decided to bring back ideas of traditional communication such as letters, envelopes 
and handwritten notes. �e works share a uni�ed theme of oversized paper but are divided into 
notebook related works and letter related works. Scale is used to not only portray the importance of 
communication but also the importance of the message. 





Imogen Wiggin 

�roughout my A Level course I explored the all-round power of �gurative art. In my coursework 
I wanted to explore the range of thoughts and feelings and the attempt to capture it. My �nal piece 
stemmed from the main ideas of identity, the nude female body and the combination of vibrant 
colours with the use of oil paint. I wanted my piece to attempt to liberate and celebrate the female 
body and even perhaps provoke emotions from the audience. �e use of mirrors coming out of the 
frame, in�uenced by Jenny Saville, re�ect my large-scale oil paint of the female skin. Saville insisted 
that this method further emphasises beauty and my mirrors enable viewers to be confronted by the 
female body. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at Brad�eld, bringing my ideas to life and working 
with both Mr Holmes and Mr Green. �e combination of their ideas and help have allowed me to 
create exactly what I envisioned.

My exam piece completely contrasts my coursework. I focussed on the topic of sleep as I was 
fascinated by dreams and nightmares. For my �nal piece I decided to use pillows to express the dark 
side of an individual’s sleep. By gathering over �fteen contrasting nightmares from subjects of all 
ages, I was able to showcase the darkest side of one's subconscious. �ey were projected and copied 
in the individual's own handwriting onto my cast pillows which are made from plaster. My �nal 
piece was de�nitely something I was worried about due to working with a huge amount of plaster 
which created such a heavy load. Yet again, with the support of the Art Department, I was able to 
bring my vision to life.

My two �nal pieces are extremely di�erent from one another and resemble two opposing themes, 
yet this is something I am so grateful and pleased about. �e help and freedom that the Art 
Department has provided me allowed for such creative and 'out there' ideas. I will hugely miss 
working down in Art block, especially the people whom I worked alongside.





Imogen Wych

For my coursework and exam �nal piece I chose to draw my sister, Milly, in chalk pastel. I 
�nd it makes the piece more sentimental to me to draw my sister as we no longer live together. 
�roughout my coursework I have developed my skill of drawing photorealism with chalk pastel. 
In my �nal piece I chose to leave the hair and straps un�nished in order to exaggerate the drawn 
nature of the piece. I continued to develop this medium in my exam piece, however, I added a 
background of old book pages inspired by Mark Powell and William Kentridge. I also used pen 
on areas of the face and hands to attempt a more mixed-medium piece. Like my coursework, the 
hair and straps are in an un�nished nature in my exam piece, which I feel makes the two pieces sit 
well together. I have found the atmosphere in the Art Department to be peaceful and it is a place 
where I always feel comfortable. Art at Brad�eld has always been something that I have enjoyed and 
subsequently has led me to pursue the subject after Brad�eld. Next year, I am doing a Foundation 
Art course where I will continue to develop my drawing skills, but I also hope to try more 
experimental techniques.





Isabel Gleasure

Both my coursework and exam projects focus on the presentation of �gure in large, scaled oil paint 
portrayals. I chose to focus on the human form as it has a timeless appeal that continues to captivate 
and inspire artists, collectors and audiences alike, even with the changing attitudes of society. 
 
A key theme throughout my artwork is to keep in touch with the dialogue of masterworks of 
the Italian renaissance, through artists such as Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci, as well as 
incorporating 20th century artists such as Jenny Saville and Nikoleta Sekulovic. �ese artists evoked 
a deep fascination in the medium of oil, the palpability of the human body and the autonomy of 
the �gure. I wanted my artwork to be photorealistic however, under time barriers, I was forced to 
look at alternative stylised painting methods of impasto and layering brushstrokes to create a piece 
that transcended the boundaries of classical �guration and modern abstraction like the work of 
Saville. 

�e development of all my pieces stemmed from connections, particularly focusing on my family, 
with the two main �gures depicted being my Grandma and Grandad. �is allowed me to create 
a sense of invitation to the themes of memories and nostalgia of my childhood, fostering a shared 
sentiment. �e Art Department has played a major role in helping me develop my painting skills 
and challenged my use of scale through my creation of larger works. �e teachers have enabled me 
to pursue my passion for creativity and given me con�dence in my ability.









Keisha Farley 

�roughout my Art A Level I have focused on �gure and the experimentation of combining 
mediums like printing and traditional oil painting. I wanted to combine the rough nature of 
printing with precise, detailed oil studies, learning and developing skills in new areas while creating. 

�roughout my time doing the course I have developed a passion which I will carry with me to my 
Art Foundation after I leave here. Art at Brad�eld has been an amazing and creative opportunity 
which I will greatly miss. I urge anyone with an interest in Art to pursue their passion and continue 
to create.





Olivia Henman 

Across my two years of A Level Art I was able to experiment with all aspects of the subject; whether 
studying architecture or portraiture, di�erent materials or styles and scales, all of which was 
supported by the teachers and facilities. My coursework project focused on architecture, where I 
investigated the interior and exterior of buildings to develop my skills of dimensions, perspective, 
and accuracy. I have found with architecture that precision is crucial in the drawing of any building 
as the slightest wrong angle can change the whole perception. My book followed the process of 
a range of di�erent architectural based artists which allowed for the exploration of a variety of 
materials and styles, aiding my idea for my �nal piece. It is a large-scale drawing completed in the 
style of Monica Domaszewska; a rough yet detailed pencil architectural depiction including tonal 
variations, fading from the darkest tones to a ghostly line, that almost imply a sort of disintegration. 
�is continues into the presentation of the piece. �e drawing deteriorates vertically as do the frame 
and paper, leaving a pile of materials used on the �oor such as pencil shavings, excess chalk, pastel 
blue powder from the background and bits of the wood frame. For my exam project, my artwork 
di�ered in its subject which was portraiture. I was never set on studying people as my con�dence 
lay with architecture, however, I naturally moved towards portraiture due to my artist research. My 
instinct was to have book pages as my background and I was open to a range of subjects. �e idea 
of ‘the process’ sparked from the artist Ishmael Randell Weeks, in which I explored his sculpture of 
building books into a pillar. �is led to the development of crushing and hiding my own artwork, 
resulting in my �nal idea of making a sculpture purely out of hundreds of copies of my drawing, all 
at di�erent stages to represent the process of creating the ‘perfect’ drawing. I completed three pencil 
drawings of di�erent portraits which I then printed onto three book pages while physical books 
were left with all the pages ripped to emphasise the extent of the process of drawing. 

�e atmosphere in the Art Department is unmatched anywhere else in Brad�eld. My experiences 
with Art since the beginning of my Brad�eld journey have been nothing but fun and enjoyable.





Sinead O’Donohoe

�roughout my Art course I have looked at di�erent types of architecture and how it is depicted 
through art. I experimented with abstract art inspired by Franz Kline’s work. For my �nal piece I 
created a series of Monoprints from photos of the same street scene but from di�erent angles. I then 
took in�uence from the childlike drawing of Frank Auerbach and used oil pastels to create a bright 
and vibrant drawing on top, contrasting with the precision of the monoprint. Finally, I sewed the 
outline of all the people in my piece to emphasise how we are all connected by travel. 

I have enjoyed being able to experiment with a wide range of materials, topics and styles during my 
time in the Art Department.





So�a Symington
 
�is series of portraits explore themes of disguise and loss of identity. I wanted to challenge 
traditional portraiture by using di�erent methods to selectively conceal and reveal identity through 
traditional paintings, mixed-media drawings, castings and sculptural paper work. I explore the use 
of light, style, text and destruction as means for creating ambiguity in the subjects.






